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EcoGrid used in a variety of scenarios in and around airports.

This is an access road leading to the run-way at Heathrow airport. The main contractor was Morgan Sindall.

A test area was laid as load bearing grass reinforced surfacing using our heavy duty lorry bearing E50 grids in 
November 2015 then, on numerous occassions additional grids have been supplied, the latest airside delivery being 
Dec 2016.

 Of course, security is paramount on these deliveries, all handled professionally by the EcoGrid team.
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EcoGrid used in a variety of scenarios in and around airports.

This is a test area for landing light aircrafts, all was successful and the scheme will be adopted soon.

This is a helicopter landing pad using EcoGrid as an anchored base system with inset 
resin bound stone to mark the lettering and offset surround.
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EcoGrid used in a variety of scenarios in and around airports.

Toronto airport had an issue, cars navigating the approach road were constantly eroding the side of the roadway 
creating a potential hazard.

The solution here was to level the area, trimming the existing asphalt with a stihl saw and to lay EcoGrid to an area 
two metres wide and fill with soil. The area can then be seeded or left for mother nature to take it’s course over 
time. A highly easy to fit, environmentally sustainable and aesthetic solution to an old problem.


